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Blue Faust and her mother have just moved to a new city, and Blue has a Plan and a List. This will

be The Year of New Things. Little does she know just how right she is. When she and her new

friends are out hiking one day and suddenly find themselves in a new world, Blue thinks she may

have gotten all the New she can handle. She has to deal with kidnappers, killer crystals and

stubborn beast mounts. Throw in some very appealing men, all with their own agendas, and it's all

Blue can do to keep her head from exploding.*** Please note that this is the first book in a slow burn

reverse harem series, there are no sexy times till a few books down*****Also, there is violence and

some swearing, so, yeah.**
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I usually find myself liking the heroine least of all the characters in these types of stories but Blue

was well thought out and although the relationships between the primary characters seemed to

developer quickly, it just seemed to fit with the heroine. I'm looking forward to the next installment.

A Girl Named Blue: The Adventure Begins by Cecilia Randell lives up to it's name! It's a fantastic

beginning to a new Reverse Harem series. Blue is starting her senior year of high school at a new



school. She's started over plenty of times due to her mom's job, but this is the first year without her

beloved dad. To keep herself from falling into a funk, she has created a list. This is a wish list of new

experiences to help her step out of her comfort zone. It also helps force her to connect with new

friends starting on Day 1. While out hiking with her new friends, they accidentally travel through a

portal ending up in another world. While there they face kidnappers, clansmen, and beasts; there's

danger, violence, tragedy, attractions, and possibly love. Blue is definitely out of her comfort zone,

but she's also never felt so alive.There is great world building in this book. There's a complete

glossary and an atlas before the story even begins. This is a detailed, multi-layered universe. The

story is well-done. It's full of thrills and suspense. It's quite original. However, it's the characters in

this book that make it special. Blue is delightful. She is captivating, yet has no idea how she affects

the people, especially men, around her. Her dad was a wise man and she has taken his lessons to

heart. She cares about other people and tries her best to make them happy. The men are all

yummy. It's obvious that Forrest and Mo'ata will be part of her Prida (her little ducklings!), but I am

not sure which of the other men will join them. Forrest is the perfect young man to fall in love with;

an artist, sweet, smart. Mo'ata is a bit older, but he's irresistable. Then there's the complicated

Jason, the hooligan Trevon, her rescuer Levi, the mercenary with a sense of humor Felix. These are

all possibilities. Interesting twist to not make her choices clear. I also liked her best friends, Pre and

Kevin. It was so nice to have a girl become an instant friend instead of an instant enemy to Blue.I

would have liked more detail once Blue returned to Earth. How did the disappearances play out?

How was Phe able to finish her senior year? How did Jason fit in? There would have been mourning

and an adjustment back to normalcy after such an experience. This is nitpicking. I enjoyed the book

so much, I just wanted more. I want Forrest's last comment to take place quickly! I also want that

comment followed by a kiss. Please!

I liked that it wasn't the whole insta lust or love but I could of used at least a little more romance. It

was extremely slow moving in that department. There was only one kiss and it wasn't even with

someone who spent anytime with her. He was a small bit player that obviously may be more in

future books, but it kinda came out of nowhere and was disruptive. Since during the entire book we

are awaiting for those she is attracted to make a move or have some extra meaningful moments

together.I've read books that didn't have them kiss yet but there was always enough of those

special meaningful interactions as it slowly built that still made it all worthwhile and kept pulling you

in like a fish on a hook. This book needed some of that as it was very tame and at least for me

lacking. There was no breathless moments...making your heart beat faster.However, despite that



this book still pulled me in after a little bit of a slow start and I ended up being invested in it and

wanting to find out what happens next. There was action and I kinda loved the stories of her dad he

sounded awesome. Loved the advice of letting people be who they really are flaws and all even

when it isn't convenient.***************But the best part of this book was the penny instead of just

saying sorry. Sometimes all we need is a sincere apology to let go of our hurt and move on, but

other times we need more. I loved that this wise dad showed his young daughter that saying sorry is

easy and when she really messed up wasn't worth much but making amends showed that it was

more than just simple words and that her apology was heartfelt. So he had her give him a penny

that he would use when he was ready for her to make amends from chores to spending time with

him it was his choice. I thought it was brilliant teaching kids that words are sometimes easy to give

but when backed up with actions it means so much more.

So here's the thing. The author did an amazing job of creating an extremely likable character. She is

funny, cute, engaging and you can see why people are drawn to her. The story build up is good up

until her friends start dying. I was following everything and invested in what was happening and able

to overcome some of the immature action and attitudes, but I found it really difficult to accept the

lack of depth of grief some of the characters displayed over losing lifelong relatives/friends. It was

inconceivable to me that for how dark the author took the story that she didn't delve into how

traumatized these people would be with everything that had happened to them. I am having a hard

time looking at any romantic aspect of any of their relationships without looking at it and saying

where is their PTSD?!! Because of where the story went and how traumatized I feel and how

superficially the characters appear to have taken things, I'm glad the next book isn't out yet. I need a

break to recover!

This is a very entertaining book. There are some editing issues, but according to the author the

latest download has corrected those problems. There has been speculation as to which men will

end up in Blue's Reverse Harem. I have my picks but you will need to get your copy of this book to

make your choices. This is a great start to a new series and the worst part of this book recently

being released is that now we have to wait for book 2! I suggest a lot of begging. That's my plan.

Please, please Ms. Randall!! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬
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